Co-branding Instructions
for Agents and Brokers

Cruise with confidence,
protect your boat or
yacht with Chubb

Whether you own a runabout, sailboat, or large motor yacht, being on the open water provides a
sense of peace and calm. It can also bring new adventures as you set out for unexplored destinations.
It’s the kind of experience you’ll cherish for years to come – and the kind of experience you’ll want to
protect. At Chubb, we specialize in providing you with the comprehensive protection needed for your
boat or yacht, and helping you prevent issues from happening in the first place.
Best-In-Class Service

Masterpiece Boat Select & Yacht Select Coverage Highlights

• As watercraft specialists and boaters ourselves, we’ll
know what needs to be repaired and what you need to do
to get back on the water quickly after a claim. Here are a
few more reasons why 97% of our clients surveyed would
recommend Chubb to a family member or friend: We
make the claims experience faster with less fine print, and
our claim adjusters will consult with you within 24 hours,
and if approved, can often issue payment within 48 hours
• We look to prevent damage from happening in the first
place – so if you need to move your vessel to safety because
of an impending hurricane or tropical storm, there’s
coverage for those costs
• We provide yacht owners with complimentary
background screenings, travel briefings, and discounted
rates on security services and consultations for local laws
and customs
• We oﬀer simple options to pay online or with our Chubb
Mobile app

• Coverage is provided for sinking, collision, fire, demasting,
explosion, or stranding that results from commonly excluded
causes of loss such as wear and tear, gradual deterioration, and
lack of maintenance
• Increased replacement cost payment basis for watercraft
three years and newer in the event of a total loss (capped
at $250k for boats and $1M for yachts,* capped at 120% of
the coverage limit)
• Coverage for personal property for family members and
guests onboard
• No exclusion for mechanical or electrical breakdown, as
well as latent, design, and manufacturing defects
• Emergency towing and service limit equal to the physical
damage coverage limit
• No depreciation for partial loss to inboard machinery for
watercraft 36’ and greater
• Replace and repair your watercraft with genuine original
equipment and manufacturer (OEM) parts whenever available
• Uninsured boater protection is available for injuries you
or your guests sustain onboard, should an accident occur
with a boat with limited or no insurance

Protect your passion on the water with the superior coverage and service of Chubb. If you already have insurance for your
boat or yacht, talk to a Chubb agent and see how Chubb can raise your expectations of what a watercraft policy should deliver.

If you have Adobe Acrobat Pro:
1. Open the document in Acrobat DC and
select “Edit PDF”.
2. Scroll to the appropriate section and
insert your cursor in the highlighted
white box.
3. Click this highlighted white box and go
to “Objects” in the edit bar on the righthand side of the PDF. Please note this is
the only area you will need to edit.
4. Click on the third icon from the left in
the second row to “replace image”. You
can then replace this white box image
with your co-branded logo.
5. To save, go to “File”, then click “Save
As” to determine your file name and
where it will be stored.

Note that the only place that need
to be edited is the bottom right of
the first page. (marked in red):
If you do NOT have Adobe Acrobat Pro:
Print the document and attach your cobranded logo onto the white box section.
Basic Rules for co-branding:
• The partner logo should be visually
equal to or smaller than the Chubb
logo.
• It should appear as far from the Chubb
logo as possible. The minimum safe
distance is one Chubb logo length away.
• When possible the partner logos
should be presented as grayscale if
placed on white background, and
reversed to white if placed on a colored
background.
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